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Being the “Most Achieved Yacht” means having been able to conceive
and construct a yacht that meets the new needs of true cruising
enthusiasts. Conquering this recognition with the brand new MCY 70
today means winning an award of absolute quality.
Monte Carlo Yachts is pleased to have shared this achievement with
everyone who came to visit MCY Collection during September’s main
boat shows.

MCY 70 is the Most Achieved Yacht 2019
Once again, Monte Carlo Yachts has been recognized with a prestigious
acknowledgement for its product design and development. The MCY 70, unveiled at
Boot Dusseldorf 2019 and presented to the public during a charming event in Trieste,
won the “Most Achieved” award category in the 64’-80’ segment at the World Yacht
Trophies organized by Yachts France magazine.

Cannes Yachting Festival
The nautical season started in Cannes framed by sunny days and the warm welcome
of MCY’ friends. Within the Collection, MCY 66, MCY 70 and MCY 76, introduced to
the market during a charming event in Trieste, took the attention of international
press representatives and visitors.

MCY 70, awarded as The Most Achieved Yacht 2019, is the first of a new generation
of yachts inspired by the yard’s guiding vision and values.
Developed with the lifestyle of the customer in mind, MCY 70 features even larger
interior volumes, wider views, increased brightness, and expanded customization
options made possible by the company’s revolutionary naval architecture and
production processes.

On Friday 13th we had the pleasure to share a sparkling atmosphere with owners,
press, partners and friends coming to Cannes to celebrate the new models of the
MCY Collection born in 2019. Visit our Facebook page and access the dedicated
album to discover the highlights of the event.

Genoa International Boat Show
Genoa has confirmed itself as the Italian nautical capital while Monte Carlo Yachts
was recognized for its 10 years of participation to the Boat Show. A high number of
visitors had the opportunity to come onboard and explore the uniqueness of MCY’
yachts design and layouts.

Let's share an interesting MCY 76 review by Maurizio Bulleri from The Boat Show.
Thanks to visit us!

Monaco Yacht Show
In the heart of the French Riviera, Monaco was the place to meet the best
superyachts players. MCY 105 and MCY 96 were once again appreciated for its

elegance, layout and customization options, which confirm our shipyard as the
natural choice for the most demanding owners.
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